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MOUNTING AND INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

EMCU / EM BOX Emergency Lighting Units for LED Luminaire Conversion
Important note: Read these instructions carefully and keep them safe. The user implicitly accepts all the
recommendations in this manual by installing the devices.
1) Application and technical data
The EMCU and EM BOX emergency lighting units are certified conforming to the standards EN 60598-2-22 and
IEC 61347-2-7 and are suitable for mounting in emergency lighting installations complying with the standards
VDE O108 and EN 50172. The EMCU and EM BOX emergency lighting units have to be used in combination with
a mains converter (LED driver) and an LED array in an LED luminaire.
Conditions:
In order to use the EMCU and EM BOX emergency lighting units with an LED luminaire, the following conditions have to be fulfilled:
1. It is possible to supply direct current (DC) to the LED array using only two wires. This means that no other
signal or voltage are needed by the LED array to emit light.
2. The two wires of the LED array must be accessible.
3. If the LED driver is a constant voltage source (usually 12V, 24V or 48V), the rated power supplied by the
LED driver in mains operation must be higher than the power supplied by the emergency lighting unit in
emergency operation.
4. The LED array current during the luminaire’s mains operation must not exceed 2,5 A.
Technical data
Mains voltage:			
220 – 240 V
Mains frequency:			
50 / 60 Hz
Power consumption in non-maintained mode:
- EMCU F				
max. 3,5 VA (1 h emergency operation),
				
max. 4 VA (3 h emergency operation)
- EMCU K, EMCU T, EM BOX M		
max. 3,5 VA (1 h emergency operation), 		
				
max. 4 VA (3 h emergency operation)
- EMCU H				
max. 7 VA
Nominal operating time:			
1 h or 3 h
Batteries:				
NiCd, NiMH or LFP
				
(the latter only for EMCU K, EMCU T, EM BOX M)
Min. ambient temperature:			
5 °C
Max. ambient temperature:			
50 °C
Battery charging time:			
24 h (self-test: 48 h)
Protection class:			
I (II for EMCU T and EM BOX M types)
IP code:				IP20
Certification:				CENELEC
Complying with:			
EN 61347-2-7; EN 60598-2-22
Self-test complying with:			
EN 62034
Suitable for systems complying with:		
DIN 0108 / EN 50172
Metal housing:			sendzimir-galvanised
Plastic housing for EMCU T and EM BOX M:		
polycarbonate (glow wire test: 850 °C)
Mounting outside the luminaire: Wire lengths between the emergency lighting unit and the luminaire must
be kept as short as possible (max. 1 m).
2) LED operating voltages and device type selection
▪▪ Both the forward voltage of the LED array and the design of the LED luminaire must be taken into account
when selecting the suitable device type. The LED forward voltage must be read from the LED driver’s label
(maximum value of the output voltage). Proceed as follows:
▪▪ For SELV luminaires with touchable LEDs (i.e. cover removeable without general or special tools), it is imperative to use 50V or 55V device versions. If the voltage displayed on the LED driver is higher than 60V,
contact your luminaire manufacturer.
▪▪ For SELV luminaires that may expose LEDs with the help of a (special) tool, the 105V version may be used. If
the voltage displayed on the LED driver is higher than 120V, contact your luminaire manufacturer.
▪▪ For luminaires beyond the SELV range, the most suitable voltage type must be used, i.e. an operating voltage value must be selected that is directly above the maximum voltage displayed on the LED driver. Example:
220V for a maximum voltage of 150V or 300V for a maximum voltage of 230V.
Operating voltage U

EMCU device type

EM BOX device type

U < 55 VDC

EMCU F 50V
EMCU K 55V, EMCU T 55V, EMCU H 55V

EM BOX 55V

U < 105 VDC

EMCU K 105V, EMCU T 105V

EM BOX 105V

U < 130 VDC

EMCU F 130V, EMCU H 130V

U < 220 VDC

EMCU 220V

U < 300 VDC

EMCU 300V

EM BOX 220V

3) Mounting
The emergency lighting units must be mounted in a suitable place in the luminaire (hole Ø 4 mm opposite
mounting holes). In order to fulfil EMC requirements, keep wires between the mains input terminal and the
emergency lighting unit as short as possible, i.e. the emergency lighting unit should be placed between the
mains input terminal and the LED driver.
In order to optimise battery life, mount the battery in the coolest spot inside the luminaire. The battery’s ambient temperature must not exceed 50 °C. The emergency lighting units must not be in contact with materials
which might ignite, melt or otherwise alter at 60 °C. The units must not be used in hazardous environments.
4) Electrical installation
The emergency lighting units must be installed according to local rules and regulations for electrical installations and emergency lighting. The installation of emergency lighting units and luminaires must be carried out
only by qualified personnel. The units operate at voltages above 50 V. Life hazard! All covers must be in place
prior to power-on. Reassure that the supply voltage corresponds with the data provided on the device‘s label
and that the earth conductor is connected (in case of protection class I luminaires).
The emergency lighting units must be connected as shown in the pictured circuit diagram. Other wiring
diagrams may be obtained on request. The terminals are approved for one wire of 0,5 mm2 to 1,5 mm2
(7 mm - 7,5 mm of stripped insulation).
Connect the emergency luminaires to a direct phase in order to enable mains monitoring and continuous
battery charging. This phase must be connected to the same group fuse as normal room lighting (see diagram
below).
1. Fuse
2. Switch
3. Room lighting
4. Emergency lighting

5) Post-installation check
In emergency lighting units without automatic self-testing functionality, the green light-emitting diode (LED)
shows that the battery is properly charged. If the LED is off for more than 5 minutes, the battery is not charged
due to mains failure, missing battery or faulty charger.
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6) Maintenance
Local rules and regulations for maintenance and inspection of emergency lighting apply. Prior to performing
any maintenance work, carry out the following procedure:
1. Disconnect emergency lighting from mains.
2. Remove covers.
3. Disconnect the battery from the emergency lighting unit (unplug).
Emergency lighting units must undergo visual inspections in regular intervals.
7) Battery regeneration
Immediately after initial power-on (and thus after each battery change or after a cleared charging fault),
the emergency lighting units automatically regenerate the battery in order to optimise its capacity, which
may have suffered as a result of excessively long storage times. Regeneration is carried out on the following
product types:
▪▪ EMCU KS
▪▪ EMCU TS, EMCU TBS
▪▪ EM BOX MS, EM BOX MBS
Three cycles are executed with all battery technologies (NiCd, NiMH and LFP), each cycle consisting of a
24 h battery charge followed by a full discharge. No capacity measurement is made during these regeneration
cycles.
Note: The battery regeneration process will not be performed after any battery discharge, even leading up to
battery deep discharge protection, nor after a capacity test procedure of the self-testing units. Battery discharge is performed via the connected luminaire which operates in emergency mode during battery regeneration.
8) Battery exchange
The batteries must be replaced if the operating time in emergency mode is less than 60 minutes with 1-hour
units or 180 minutes with 3-hour units. This maintenance process is indicated by the status LED for self-testing
emergency lighting units (see item 10 for details). Only the supplier’s original batteries must be used. Reassure
that the battery is correctly connected. The battery wires of the emergency lighting unit are identified as
follows:
		
red = + positive		
black = ‒ negative
9) Status indication for standard, non-self-testing emergency lighting units (without self-test)
The status LED glows green during regular mains operation. During emergency operation or as long as the
battery is fully discharged, the status LED remains dark. The status LED flashes whenever the battery is badly
connected, or not at all.
10) Status indication for self-testing emergency lighting units (S)
Items 1) to 6) of this manual also apply for self-testing emergency lighting units (S). These automatically perform a check on the correct operation of unit, the connected luminaire and the battery in a random interval
of 8 to 8.25 days). In addition, the battery capacity is measured by simulating a power failure four times per
year (EMCU FS and EMCU HS: once per year). The operational status of self-testing emergency lighting units is
indicated by a bicolour status LED.
Visual status indication:
				
intermittently green
8s
8s
8s

= battery regeneration

permanently green

= no fault

continuously flashing red

= battery fault

intermittently flashing red

= luminaire fault

dark		
= emergency operation /
		
no mains
Self-testing emergency lighting units only require a periodical visual inspection of the status indicator (LED)
and the connected luminaire.
Status-LED intermittently green: battery regeneration (see item 7)
Status LED permanently green: no fault / normal state
Status LED continuously flashing red: Faulty battery either due to insufficient capacity or interrupted connection. The alarm is reset once the fault is cleared.
Status LED intermittently flashing red: Luminaire not connected or defective. The fault is not indicated (or
reset) immediately after it occurs (or is cleared), but only after the following self-test.
Status LED dark: Faulty unit or missing mains voltage if status LED does not light up after max. 5 minutes.
11) Emergency lighting units for bus communication
Items 1) to 7) of this manual apply for emergency lighting units for M-Bus communication (FBS). The bus addresses (1-126) must be coded prior to commissioning.
Items 1) to 6) of this manual apply for emergency lighting units for DALI communication (FDS). The short
addresses (0-63) may be coded during commissioning.
12) Important notes / product liability
The below table shows the maximum voltage applicable for the different emergency lighting types in the case
of a faulty LED array:
EMCU device type

EM BOX device type

max. voltage

EMCU 50V
EMCU 55V

EM BOX 55V

60V

EMCU 105V

EM BOX 105V

120V

EM BOX 220V

250V

EMCU 130V
EMCU 220V
EMCU 300V

150V

370V

The requirements of the standard EN60598-1 regarding security have to be fulfilled following the installation of
the emergency lighting unit in the luminaire. The user of the emergency lighting unit bears full responsibility
of compliance with the EN60598-1 standard. Any liability pertaining to compliance or to the selection of the
emergency lighting unit will be denied by the manufacturer.
The manufacturer disclaims all liability for direct, indirect or incidental damage caused by use or installation of
emergency lighting units not complying with all clauses detailed in the present instruction manual. The manufacturer is also not liable for third party claims arising from use or installation not complying with the present
instructions. The emergency lighting units must not be opened or modified in any way. The components of
emergency lighting luminaires may be replaced only by original spare parts.
Important: In the case of conversion or installation of the emergency lighting units in conjunction with LED
PCBs and modules, ESD protection must be in place. The manufacturer cannot be held liable for any consequential damage.
The warranty for batteries is only valid if original batteries shipped by the manufacturer are being used. This
is also applicable for self-testing emergency lighting units. The battery connector must not come into contact
with metal substances. Luminaires and/or emergency lighting units must not be used if suspected damages
suggest that safe operation may not be possible.
The manufacturer reserves the right to alter without prior notice illustrations, weights, dimensions or other
such information stated in the catalogue or instruction manuals if it proves expedient or is dictated by technical progress.
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Connection diagram
EMCU F

EMCU K

line safety switch*
light switch*

light switch*
*General lighting

line safety switch*
*General lighting

protective earth required as per standard by adequate screw connection
to both sides of the housing mounted on earthed sheet metal part

EMCU T

EM BOX M

BATTERY

light switch*
line safety switch*
*General lighting

EMCU H
light switch*

line safety switch*
*General lighting

light switch*

H

line safety switch*

*General lighting
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